Abstract

The object of this study is to identify opportunities within the school indoor Olympiad project in Mazandaran province. The study is of applicable one and has been done in fields. Statistical population includes 1517 teachers of physical education employed on mazandaran education and training in which statistical samples are selected 312 persons based on Morgan table. For data collection, the analysis of documents and literature were studied and a questionnaire survey using the Delphi method with 10 expert’s meetings PE managers in Mazandaran province were responsible for the event were consulted. Information gathering instrument is certain questionnaire of opportunities of executing school indoor Olympiads by five measure likhert scales (α=0.89). We have used of freadmen and SPSS22 software in order to rank examined factors (6 opportunities). To hold indoor school sports Olympiad opportunities such as identity and physical education teachers, positive social behavior, assistance and participation of colleagues and parents for the Olympiad, motivation to exercise, athletic talent, strengthening and development of student’s sports; develop a strategic plan and appropriate strategies to take advantage of the opportunities in the implementation of the school sports Olympiad is suggested.
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Introduction

Located in various development indicators is one of the most important sports [1]. Its sports with cultural phenomena, social, political and economic importance of this phenomenon and suggests its role in the national development plans of countries [2]. It is some decades in which sport role in society has been paid more attention of researchers. Because, physical education is a fixed element of education and training and also as recreation and amusement has influenced society [3,4]. Learning area physical education and health is one of eleven National Curriculum areas of learning to make healthy physical, mental and employing students as trustee of the divine right of physical activity, improve physical and motor skills, methods explanation Recreation and promoting health and healthy living and prevention of disease, disorder and organ disabilities and enabling people to maintain control over their behaviour and health [5].

Physical education and schools’ sport is some part of educational experience and even life one and quality of this program has been maintained by correct programming [6]. One of activities in which grows basic skills and physical education in students is supra program activities in inner school Olympiads pattern. Extracurricular activities have provided required ground for students to pay attention to their interests and take step on dehiscence of their talents [7].

Researches have shown there is so many advantages by participating on doing extracurricular activities like physical education. A student who participates on extracurricular activities has shown more social adaptabilities [8,9]. So many studied has shown positive relation among participating on extracurricular activities and self-confidence [10-12]. Participating on extracurricular activities increases psych health in youth [13,14]. Extracurricular activities strengthen bodily, sensational, social, national, aesthetics and mental dimensions of children [15]. Recent studies have shown participating on extracurricular activities is related to the grounds like decreasing possibility of education cut in school specially on high school years, decreasing substance abuse and crimes, increasing inner personal competition and positive self-image and high mean and interaction to school, active participation on political procedure and other voluntarily activities, health and mental hygiene on adults [16].

Important parts of recreational activities and students extra-curricular on physical education games in and out of school have been executed on so far years. Today’s, inner school games, inner class and inner school’s games has been executed on two types of multi fields (inner sport plympids and out of school) and one field (country athlete students) the first one by schools’ physical education teachers and the other by education and training general office.
According to current costs of national design in province schools and perhaps without strategy in some aspects of affair, researchers recognize obstacles of general design of sport in mazandaran schools. At last, experts view and physical education teachers are the basic in developing country physical education and the basic factor in developing physical education in schools in which has been considered. When physical education program does have important shared in the youth health, knowing problems of national design of physical education in schools is required. Therefore, we should pay attention to physical education fields in province schools seriously. Multi-fields concentrated physical education games by the name of inner school’s students’ physical education Olympiads has been executed from 2014 among any school’s students. Because if the start of any design, there is so many problems in which in some cases determined targets are not followed, sometimes even there is some contradictions in which transforms design. In this regard, we are discovering some existing opportunities in developing indoor schools Olympiads in order to understand is there any opportunities in developing indoor schools Olympiads in mazandaran or not?

Materials and Methods

This study according to the target is applicable and has been done by descriptive- qualified method. Information has been gathered in fields. Statistical population includes 1517 physical education teachers in which are working as official, contracting in educational and training office of mazandaran in 52 cities. According to morgan Table, 512 teachers among these three regional’s has answered questionnaire randomly. We have distributed 450 questionnaires according to statistical society after completing, 364 questionnaire has been gathered and among them 312 questionnaires have been considered and evaluated. Inner schools Olympiads executing opportunities questionnaire is certain questionnaire in which has been compiled as five scales likert. This questionnaire in opportunity section has considered 6 indicators ($\alpha=0.89$).

Gathered information has been described by descriptive statics methods including frequency, percentage, central tendency indicators, discrepancy, table, has been categorized and described. Also in inferential static sections, static data has been ranked based on freadmen test. Accounting has been done by SPSS software on level ps0.05.

Results

According to the results on Table 1 & 2, we could say in opportunities of executing inner school Olympiads on mazandaran, teacher’s identity giving chooser and physical education lesson does have the most importance in this section. Therefore, according to this result, we should make use of these opportunities for establishing physical education lesson on students and family. Also, strengthening and developing students’ physical education does have the least importance from tested views.

Table 1: Ranking executing opportunities of inner school Olympiads design (freadmen test).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers identity giving and physical education lesson</td>
<td>25.33</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social positive behaviours</td>
<td>23.18</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation and participation of cooperatives and parents on executing olympiads</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing motivation for physical activities</td>
<td>19.14</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical education talent seeking</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>5th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening and developing students physical education</td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Freadmen test for approving opportunities in executing indoor school Olympiads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>K Square</th>
<th>Freedom Degree</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olympiads executing challenges</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>839.47</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion and Conclusion

As we see result of study, executing physical education Olympiads inner schools based on principal changes of education and training does have opportunities like teachers’ identity giving and physical education lesson, positive social behavior, participation and cooperation of parents for executing Olympiads, creating motivation for physical activities, physical education talent seeking, strengthening and developing student physical education. Therefore, we should try to use of these opportunities at last. Current study result is the same as Razavi et al. [18], Shabanibahar et al. [19], Nikkho et al. [4], in teacher identity giving factor and physical education lesson. Identity giving to physical education lesson is only achievable on the shadow of codified and correct quality and programming. In positive behavior of students factor including decreasing crimes and on the other hand strengthening bravely mode and athletic teaching, current study result are the same as researchers like Sajjadi et al. [20], Hajizade et al. [21], Mc Mahon & Belur [22], Kalashi et al. [3], Nazari et al. [23], Ehsani et al. [24], Ziapur & Kianipour [25], Machin et al. [26], Jones Palm & Palm [27], Morris et al. [28], Pate et al. [29] about decreasing crimes. Based on result has been achieved of this study, un-normal behavior among students participated on physical education activities like inner school Olympiads and recreational times is less than non-active students in these activities.
Therefore, people participation on physical education and physical activities could help them on having correct style of living and at last leads to creating and maintaining health society. Therefore, by exact programming and using family participation, we could make culture of activities like recreational times and inner school Olympiads and put physical education in life style to support and encourage them and decrease crimes in school level and at last on society level. The result of this study is not the same as Ebrahim [30]. He has found physical education except on smoking regard does not have preventive aspect of anti-social behaviours and could show existing of influential factors on family and society for person affected by antisocial behaviours. By these influential factors, physical education does have the least share on non-affecting youth to anti-social behaviours.

On the other hand, strengthening athletic mode and bravely teaching are the signs of positive social behaviours, current study result is the same as the result of Morsaei & Naghdali [31]. Nikkho et al. [4], Shajie et al. [24], Stornes [32], Vallerand et al. [33], has found a system could encourage athletic mode in which their owners have been trained on this view and has been grown up. On this case, simple education, creative and nowadays athletic values along with emphasis and investing on decision makers institute and high level could be the ground for increasing mental recognition and cultural of athletes on the long run. Vallerand et al. [33] has found on their study, by establishing feasible environment in physical education games, we could strengthen bravely mode among athletes. Stornes [32] has found observed behavior on the ground by athletes specially about respecting responsible, rules and rivals, shop was low level of sport mode. their study has shown trainers are the basic influential factors especially for youth in the ground of bravely mode tendency. Also, condition and social grounds are influential on people tendency to athletic mode. Also, Morsaei & Naghdali [31] has found scientific using of physical education games for instituting and fixing beliefs and students mentality are the basic aims of country, could be paid attention on extracurricular program pattern (like inner school olympiads) now and on future.

About cooperation and participation of cooperatives and parents for executing olympiads and creating motivation for physical education activities, the result of Nikkho et al. [4] has shown whole participation of responsible, teachers, families and students has his own importance correctly. By giving responsibilities to people on executing inner school Olympiads and motivating them for doing physical activities and correct programming, the importance of games and sport and physical education and its role on social and personal health of students to families and to the students has been approved and for them physical education is one of happy environmental factors and its influence on education and student learning has been posited. About talent seeking in physical education, are the same as Mehrpour et al. [34], Abdimoghaddam et al. [35], Zabihi et al. [36], Nikkho et al. [4] on physical education talent seeking. Without doubt, we could program correctly on the ground of regional sports and improve understanding skills and train sport talents, and these could be achieved by executing codified talent seeking procedure on the ground of inner school Olympiads in which training, regional games are the parts of games on all educational level [37].
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